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Helping to rebuild Puerto Rico after 
Hurricane Maria
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wash tower taller than the statue of Liberty 
across three oceans
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the risk and liability landscape is fast 
changing as traditional perils shift and new 
ones emerge. In response, AGCs experts 
analyze the latest trends, review scientific 
literature and offer risk advice to help 
businesses stay ahead of evolving threats. 
this edition of Global Risk Dialogue includes 
a special focus on a number of modern 
corporate risk and liability exposures such 
as: data and It security, product-related risk,  
environmental impairment liabilities, and the 
growth of autonomous driving. How will they 
impact risk management and insurance?

Food safety and security is another hot topic 
and this issue highlights trends – ranging 
from GMO engineering to pests and 
pathogens to cyber security – which affect 
our food supply and threaten suppliers and 
growers with reputational damage and 
significant financial loss. Here, too, insurance 
can and does help.

Finally, we look back at a formidable storm 
– last summer’s Hurricane Maria – with a 
Puerto Rico-based senior claims adjuster as 
she relates her extraordinary experiences 
helping our customers after it became 
the strongest to hit the island in almost a 
century. As we discover, many people are still 
suffering from Maria, even a year later, and 
our thoughts are with them. 

enjoy the issue.

Chris Fischer Hirs
Group CeO
Allianz Global Corporate & specialty
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nEws frOM AGCs  
AnD ALLIAnz

neWs

AGCs is now offering entertainment 
insurance in Asia, with the first phase 
of this product expansion covering 
singapore, Hong Kong and China.

AGCs’ entertainment insurance 
product covers production and live 
event risks such as commercials and 
tV series, as well as international 
productions and cinema blockbusters, 
against loss of property damage to 
props, additional costs or liability 
claims. It also covers concerts, festivals, 
tours and sporting events, against 
event failure or liability claims. AGCs 
can also insure the cancellation of 
events due to pandemics and terrorism 
and advise event organizers on film 
and event risk management.

AGCs has already insured the 
production of Bleeding Steel in the 
region, a film featuring actor and 
martial arts expert, Jackie Chan.   
the new division is overseen by 
Damian Kerin, Regional Manager 
Entertainment , AGCS Asia & Pacific. 

            For more information  
www.agcs.allianz.com/ 
sectors/entertainment/

AGCs sUPPOrTs ALLIAnz fIELD

Jackie Chan’s Bleeding steel film is insured  
by AGCs  Photo: Wikimedia Commons

Artist’s impression of the new stadium. Photo: Minnesota United FC

sInGLE POLICY PrOJECT CArGO COVEr
AGCs’ marine and engineering units 
have joined forces to expand its 
project cargo insurance offering, 
providing end-to-end coverage under 
a single policy. 

Project cargo insurance is designed to 
protect against a number of 
exposures including: shipment of 
equipment and machinery to a 
construction site; loss of income 
stemming from late or non-arrival of 
critical components; and construction 
risks.

“By having a single policy cover both 
marine and engineering risks, there are 
tremendous benefits: enhanced risk 
management, expedited policy issuance 
and claims resolution,” says Kevin 
Wolfe, Global Head for Project Cargo, 
AGCS. “We now provide a single point of 
contact for clients and brokers, which 
makes it easier to identify whether a loss 
occurred in transit (marine) or during the 
construction phase (engineering).” 
             For more information  

www.agcs.allianz.com/services/
marine/project-cargo/
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EnTErTAInMEnT AsIA 
EXPAnsIOn

AGCs is insuring construction of the 
eighth Allianz stadium, the first in north 
America, in st. Paul, Minnesota. Major 
League soccer team Minnesota United 
will play at Allianz Field from the start 
of the 2019 season. AGCs’ exclusive 
coverage includes engineering (builders 
risk), environmental impairment liability 
(contractors pollution liability), and 
casualty (construction liability) during 
construction. Allianz Field joins seven 
other Allianz-sponsored stadiums on 
three continents – in Munich, London, 
Nice, Vienna, Turin, Sydney and  
São Paolo.

the stadium will have a translucent 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PtFe) 

laminate mesh skin and light-emitting 
diode (LeD) lighting technology similar 
to the flagship Allianz Arena in 
Munich, which allows the stadium to 
change colors for different events. It is 
designed to be sustainable, minimizing 
environmental impact and energy 
usage. It will hold 19,400 seated 
spectators and 2,800 standing. 

“It was important that we write this 
project because it carries our name on 
the marquee,” says Jim Furio, Lead 
Director, Client & Broker Management, 
AGCS North America. “It promises to be 
a beautiful, environmentally sustainable 
and fan-friendly stadium for years  
to come.”  



LOSS LOG 

IN BRIEF

Large shipping losses have declined 
by more than a third over the past 
decade with the downward trend 
continuing over the past year, 
according to the sixth annual AGCS 
Safety and Shipping Review 2018, 
which analyzes reported shipping 
losses of over 100 gross tons.

There were 94 total losses reported 
around the shipping world in 2017, 
down 4% year-on-year (98) – the second 
lowest total in 10 years after 2014. 

However, shipping losses in South East 
Asia buck global trends by continuing 
to rise. Almost a third of vessels lost in 
2017 (30) occurred in the South China, 
Indochina, Indonesia and Philippines 
maritime region, up 25% annually, 

driven by activity in Vietnamese 
waters. This area has been the major 
global loss hotspot for the past 
decade, leading some media 
commentators to label it “the new 
Bermuda Triangle”. AGCS analysis 
shows the major loss factors are due 
to weather (in November 2017, 
Typhoon Damrey caused six losses 
alone), busy seas and lower safety 
standards on some domestic routes.

Rising political tensions around major 
shipping routes, together with piracy 
– there were 76 reported incidents in 
South East Asia over the past year, 
up 11% – are also increasing 
concerns for shippers in the region. 
Accounting for one-third of global 
shipping trade, the South China Sea 

is also the subject of territorial 
disputes between several countries.

“These territorial disputes may have 
larger implications long-term and 
threaten the very freedom of the seas 
and navigation in South East Asia, with 
far-reaching implications for trade with 
Asia,” says Captain Andrew Kinsey, 
Senior Marine Risk Consultant, AGCS. 
“A growing concentration of trade and 
political tensions makes for a volatile 
situation in the region that could create 
safety issues.”

Find out more 
www.agcs.allianz.com/
about-us/news/safety-and 
-shipping-review-2018-press/

Typhoons, traffic and safety standards on domestic routes are the reasons why South East Asian waters are 
the most challenging in the shipping world.

SHIPPING
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A sAfE LAnDInG 
fOr DrOnEs

According to the Us Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), commercial drone 
use in the Us grew by 150%  from 2016 
to 2017 and by 2022 will likely be four 
times larger. And drones aren’t just for 
kids anymore: a high-end commercial 
drone with attached camera equipment 
can cost more than $20,000, with a 
payload of up to 500 pounds1.

With the evolution of the commercial 
unmanned aircraft systems (UAs) 
industry, however, heightened 
operational risks have emerged, 
leading to the need for more safety-
conscious products. Consequently, 
AGCs has partnered with ParaZero, a 
company specializing in designing, 
developing and manufacturing drone 
safety solutions. the partnership 
offers pricing incentives and 
preferential conditions for those AGCs 
customers using ParaZero products 
with their drones. 

hOw IT wOrks
ParaZero’s drone safety system – 
SafeAirTM – uses an onboard computer 
paired with a pyrotechnic parachute 
launcher which, upon flight 
malfunction, deploys in fractions of a 
second. the system monitors key flight 
parameters and, when critical failures 
are identified, a parachute and audio 
warning system trigger to bring the 
drone to a safe landing. 

the system deploys a parachute, stops 
the rotors, reduces drone speed and 
emits a loud sound to alert bystanders 
of the aircraft’s controlled descent. 
even large payloads can be saved – 
the rapid descent of a large 750 lb 
(350 kg) drone could be stopped in 
approximately 30 ft (10m). the 
recovery system has been proven to be 
effective across many emergency 
situations. Most accidents occur when 
a drone loses power or experiences 
critical flight breakdown and a pilot is 
limited in their options to prevent 
damage to the craft, surrounding area 
and people on the ground. 

sAfETY Is kEY
“AGCs recognizes the value that 
ParaZero brings to the table in an 

effort to carefully manage risks 
involved with the operation of 
drones,” says Aviation Practice 
Leader North America at  
AGCS, James Van Meter.  
“By prioritizing drone safety 
technology, we are supporting 
innovation to help customers  
mitigate risks and keep everyone 
safer.” AGCs provides comprehensive 
hull and liability insurance  
coverage for thousands of drone 
operators.

“Commercial drone use is getting 
more creative than ever before,” 
says ParaZero CEO, Eden Attias. 
“this partnership helps to provide 
safety options to our vast and 
growing client base.”

What’s a commercial drone pilot to do when a flight is interrupted and a crash is imminent? 
Deploy the parachute, of course.  

wATCh A VIDEO  
Of ThE PArAChUTE  

In ACTIOn AT  
https://bit.ly/2LBspne

In BRIeF

1   Helicopter Investor, Commercial US drone market to grow to four times its present size by 2022, March 19, 2018
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IN BRIEF

Natural resources such as clean air and 
fresh water are vital for businesses but 
are massively at risk across many 
industry sectors today. Failure to 
manage the earth’s natural resources 
or “natural capital” has consequences 
that extend beyond direct effects on 
the environment. For businesses, it can 
also bring new interruption and liability 
scenarios which can wipe out profits 
and impact business models, as 
resource scarcity, regulatory action and 
pressure from impacted communities 
and wider society grows.

AGCS recently conducted research to 
gain a better understanding of the 
natural capital risk exposure in 12 
industry sectors, based on five factors: 
biodiversity, greenhouse gas emissions 
(GHG), non-GHG emissions, waste and 

water. The project involved analysis of 
data from more than 2,500 companies.

Four sectors – oil and gas, mining, food 
and beverage and transportation – 
appear among the most exposed in the 
so-called “danger zone”, according to 
the report Measuring And Managing 
Environmental Exposure: A Business 
Sector Analysis of Natural Capital 
Risk. Mining and oil and gas companies 
typically operate at the very beginning 
of the value chain and provide materials 
to other industries with a lower risk 
profile. Their natural capital risk exposure 
is relatively high because of the inherent 
nature of their businesses and it is harder 
for these sectors to mitigate risks, such as 
water and biodiversity impact and 
dependency risks. For example, in 2016 
severe water scarcity in a South 

THE NATURAL (CAPITAL) 
COST OF BUSINESS
Think that depletion of natural resources hurts only individuals? Think again. 
Companies are at risk too. A new report identifies the most vulnerable sectors.

American country was caused by water 
overuse in mining operations during the 
El Niño months and resulted in a court 
ruling halting mining operations for 
three months.

The transportation sector is also at risk 
because of its relatively low mitigation 
despite its relatively high natural 
capital risk exposure, in particular 
because of the impact on biodiversity 
and the impact through GHG and 
non-GHG emissions. Transportation-
related Co2 emissions have increased 
250% since 1970, accounting for almost 
a quarter of global emissions today. 
Road, rail and marine companies that 
reply on the combustion of fossil fuels 
face growing regulatory pressure to 
lower their carbon footprint.

The food and beverage sector is 
marked by high dependency and 
impact exposure to natural capital risk 
in its supply chains. For example, the 
French town of Vittel, which is the 
source of Nestlé’s popular mineral 
water brand, is reportedly at the risk of 
running dry. Nestlé Waters was accused 
by Vittel’s residents of exploiting the 
spring water that supplies the town and 
its bottling plant1. The company denied 
the allegation, but CEO Maurizio 
Patarnello said in June that all its sites 
would be certified by the Alliance for 
Water Stewardship by 2025. “Water is 
one of the most critical sustainability 
challenges facing society and our 
business,” Patarnello said.

1   The Telegraph, French Town Of Vittel Suffering Water Shortages as Nestle Accused Of Overusing Resources, April 26, 2018

Find out more about natural 
capital risk www.agcs.allianz.
com/about-us/news/natural-
capital -risks-press/
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BIOGRAPHY  
MICHELE WILLIAMS
Michele Williams’ background is as a 
Mechanical engineer. she joined 
AGCs as a Risk Consultant in London 
where she worked for nine years 
before moving into the Chief 
Underwriting Office for Property as a 
Global Practice Group Leader in the 
area of Heavy Industries and 
Manufacturing. she now leads Xse 
and works out of the Munich office.
michele.williams@allianz.com

whAT Is XsE?  

Xse is about challenging the everyday 
way of working, encouraging 
innovation within AGCs and driving 
digital transformation. When an expert 
comes up with an idea to solve a 
business problem – for example, 
improving access to risk aggregation 
information – we work with them to 
further explore and scope the idea. 
Xse allows people to explore and 
experiment with new ways of using 
data and developing new technologies 
and partnerships both within the 
Allianz group and with external 
companies in a controlled, agile 
environment. Projects are short-term, 
low budget, and designed to test 
whether an idea will deliver results for 
the business and customer.     
 
whY Is IT IMPOrTAnT ThAT ThE 
InsUrAnCE InDUsTrY GETs MOrE  
frOM ITs DATA? 

Data – and lots of it – has always been 
at the heart of the insurance industry. 
the insights generated by our own 
data are very powerful. When this 
data is enhanced by data from other 
trusted sources, it enables us to 
become more forward-looking and 
allows for predictive rather than 
reactive underwriting: we can insure 
tomorrow what we consider 
uninsurable today. Better use of data 
will enable us to better understand 
and support our customers so we  
can support them on their own 
transformation journeys with products 
and services suited to their changing 

needs. technology enables us to 
analyze more data faster and more 
efficiently. the use of machine learning, 
artificial intelligence and other 
technologies allows us to democratize 
data and in this environment everyone 
benefits. there are still many 
challenges on this journey and the role 
of Xse is to support AGCs to overcome 
them by working with the business and 
focusing on one small solution at a 
time – keep it simple, keep it focused, 
nothing is off limits. In our industry 
today, underwriters, for example, 
spend around 80% of their time 
collecting data and 20% interpreting it. 
In future, it will be reversed. Data 
collection will be more streamlined, 
leaving more time for interpretation. 

whAT ThInGs ArE YOU CUrrEnTLY 
wOrkInG On?   

Xse collaborates with the business to 
challenge the current way of working 
both internally and with customers and 
to identify potential solutions. Any 
technology or partnership is in scope if it 
responds to the business challenge. In 
our current portfolio of projects, we  
are looking at text analytics, satellite 
imagery, blockchain, machine  
learning and much more. For example, 
one initiative is looking at ways to 
improve access to relevant risk 
information linked to actual loss 
performance in order to improve  
risk insight and speed up decision-
making. Another initiative is looking  
at whether we can use blockchain 
technology to enhance management  
of captives.

4 qUEsTIOns fOr …
MIChELE wILLIAMs
hEAD Of XsE, AGCs

In BRIeF

Risks are changing and customers’ needs are evolving rapidly. A new AGCS 
initiative – “X-Function Smart Evolution (XSE)” – aims to challenge the 
existing way of working in the insurance industry and combine smart data  
and technology in order to meet challenges across the business landscape. 
One result is that underwriting becomes more predictive so that we can  
insure tomorrow what is uninsurable today, explains Michele Williams.

whAT wILL ThE InsUrAnCE InDUsTrY 
LOOk LIkE In fUTUrE? hOw wILL 
PrODUCTs ChAnGE? 

I think the industry can and must 
transform itself to stay relevant – both 
from a product and a service 
perspective. As our clients transform and 
embrace the future, the insurance 
industry must be flexible and proactive 
and transform with them. We must 
continually challenge ourselves and our 
business model to provide new, relevant 
products and services. the industry’s 
knowledge and data are a huge asset 
which, if used effectively, can positively 
impact customers. there always will be 
new challenges to the status quo, but the 
industry is well-placed to respond to 
them. My predictions for future insurance 
products: new coverages responding to 
intangible and emerging risks; more 
flexibility in coverage with bespoke 
wordings focusing on a specific client 
risk; less reliance on the traditional  
line-of-business structure; and dynamic 
pricing of insurance products.
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RIsK COnsULtInG In FOCUs

hOw TO sUrVIVE   
EArThqUAkEs In MUD BUILDInGs
AGCS risk experts journey to the mountains of Fujian province in China to learn about tulou, ancient structures which 
were effective against natural disasters – and enemy attack, as Senior Risk Consultant, Ryan Du explains.

Designated by UnesCO as a World 
Heritage site in 2008, the 46 Fujian 
tulou (literally, “earthen buildings”) sites, 
were mostly built in the 12th Century by 
the Hakka people of southern China. 
Wracked by years of wars, many 
migrated to Fujian in order to escape 
fighting. they settled on wetlands due 
to lack of arable land and despite the 
ground being less than desirable for 
construction.

As today, the Hakka had to consider a 
wide variety of risks when building 
their homes. Flooding was common. 
the unstable and wet ground on which 
the tulous’ foundations were built was 
low-lying and prone to collecting 
water. In addition, the region was 
exposed to natural catastrophes like 
earthquakes and windstorms. the 
mass migration of the Hakkas was 
also met with hostility by the natives 
and skirmishes often broke out.

Without cement and other modern 
construction methods and materials, the 
Hakka improvised to ensure the tulou 
would withstand destructive natural 
disasters. Despite their name, tulou 

construction materials consisted of more 
than just mud, incorporating pine logs 
and stones, with walls made of mud 
reinforced with bamboo, sand, and lime 
compacted with a thick staff. this soft 
foundation proved to be effective during 
earthquakes, bracing the structure and 
preventing it from toppling or collapsing. 
While early tulou were rectangular and 
single-storied, as the Hakka population 
grew buildings increased in height, with 
some growing to more than 16m tall. 
they discovered that multistoried, 
rectangular tulou sustained more 
windstorm damage due to the wall faces 
bearing the full brunt of the wind. In 
response, circular tulou were built, 
lessening the wind-resistance and 
significantly mitigating storm damage. 

In addition to providing shelter, tulou 
also were equipped for defense against 
various methods of assault. One solution 
was to thicken lower walls by a meter or 
two in order to mitigate attempts to 
break through with fire or conventional 
weapons. the walls of some tulou 
actually stopped cannon fire. Another 
safety innovation was to limit the 
number of openings on the first or 

Circular tulou lessen wind-resistance and reduce storm damage (Photo: Wikimedia Commons)

AGCs Asia property risk consulting team onsite at the 
Fujian tulou site (Photo: AGCs)

second levels of multistoried tulous, 
making it difficult for enemies to enter. 
Further exposure was minimized by 
extending wall bases two meters 
underground to dissuade intruders from 
digging inside.

Another peril for tulou, owing to the 
amount of wood and bamboo used in 
fortifying them, not to mention enemies’ 
tendency to employ it, was fire – still the 
bane of building managers everywhere. 
While there were no sprinklers or fire 
hydrants, tulou used an ingenious 
sprinkler-like method to deliver water to 
the premises. In addition to easily 
accessible wells, water tanks were 
installed at the top of exterior walls over 
the gate, which could quickly extinguish 
fire before it grew out of control.  

that tulou have survived, considering the 
Hakka people did not have the 
sophisticated risk mitigation techniques 
we have today, is a credit to their design, 
which aids in minimizing risk exposure. 
Risk managers and engineers should 
bear this in mind, as proper design in 
accordance with proven standards will 
help avoid the need for expensive 
retrofitting or repairs, should an accident 
occur in future.

OUr EXPErT
Ryan Du   
ryan.du@allianz.com

Tulou structures in 
south west fujian

3,000 
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RISK FUTURES: FOOD sAFetY AnD seCURItY

While natural perils can impact food 
growing and distribution – up to 80% 
of Puerto Rico’s agricultural output 
was destroyed during Hurricane 
Maria in 2017, for example – there are 
other concerns for business, such as 
food contaminants, genetic 
engineering, “food fraud”, and even 
terrorism and cyber-attack that 
equally challenge the food supply. 

“With natural catastrophes, businesses 
have to be resilient,” says Christof 
Bentele,  Head of Global Crisis 
Management at AGCS. “that is a 

business risk and companies should have 
alternative responses. But other issues 
aren’t as easily mitigated when it comes 
to food safety.” 

A decade ago, a supply chain 
stretched to three or four steps 
vertically. today, it is not uncommon to 
have 10 steps from the farm to the final 
product. the more complex the chain, 
the more difficult it is to manage. 

economic pressures continue across 
many sectors, stressing more companies 
and supply chains and exposing 

TOwArDs A  
sAfE fOOD sUPPLY

Safely growing, processing and distributing food is the staple of a global economy. Yet 
companies face a growing  number of dangers – from undeclared allergens to malicious 
tampering to even cyber-attacks – that require their increasing attention. How can businesses 
stay ahead? How can insurance help? 

annual cost of  
“food fraud“

$40Bn
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RISK FUTURES: FOOD sAFetY AnD seCURItY

companies to human error or even 
criminal activity. For example, “food 
fraud” – the intentional substitution or 
addition of a substance in a product to 
increase its value or reduce production 
costs – can severely impact a business’ 
product liability exposure. 

“Food fraud” cases are increasing and 
costly – around $40bn a year, it is 
estimated1 – as a few cursory 
examples demonstrate. In 2017, Italian 
authorities arrested eight people with 
the san Daniele company suspected of 
commercial fraud and counterfeiting 

of one of the world’s highest-quality 
ham products, Prosciutto di Parma, 
which resulted in the seizure of 13,000 
hams with an estimated value of 
€1.3mn2. In 2018, in China, scientists 
determined that 58% of the popular 
Xue Yu (cod) fillet products sold under 
30 different brands were not cod but 
other species, after China tightened its 
labeling guidelines3.  

such tampering is big business. even 
organized crime groups have joined the 
fray, cutting cheaper ingredients into 
food or selling inferior products as 
genuine. At the same time some 
businesses can be tempted to commit 
fraud by the need to boost profits. 
notable incidents include the infant 
formula scandal in China where milk 
powder was deliberately adulterated 
with melamine. Meanwhile, Us food 
class actions for all categories, which 
include mislabeling, slack fill (weight is 
less than labeled), false claims of being 
“all natural”, “healthy” and other claims 
etc., increased to 145 in 2017, from 130 in 
2016. the number of cases filed per year 
has increased since 2008—and the 2017 
filings were about 53% higher than five 
years ago. there were almost two cases 
filed per week in 2017, an all-time 
record4.

rECALLs rIsInG

In 2009, the Peanut Corporation of 
America shelled out $1bn for 
salmonella exposure – resulting in nine 
deaths and the recall of 3,900 products, 
still one of the largest food recalls in Us 
history. Last year, global producer 
newly Weds Foods admitted that 
breadcrumbs supplied to a number of 
food companies contained an 
undeclared allergen – milk – resulting in 
a total of 3.7 million pounds of recalled 
product. Also, in 2017, insecticide found 
in Dutch eggs triggered a massive recall 
of egg products in 16 european 
countries, and as far afield as China, 
costing the family farm supplier over 
$38mn.

such product recalls are more 
complex than ever, can burn through a 
company’s bottom line and seriously 
damage their reputation. the food and 

drink industry is the second most 
affected by product recalls – behind 
automotive –  according to AGCs 
analysis of insurance claims5.

According to the Us economic 
Research service (eRs), food recalls 
increased on average by 20 events per 
year from 2004 to 20136, due to 
complex supply systems, technological 
improvements, increased regulatory 
oversight and enforcement and new 
laws. During the period, recalls 
increased across food categories 
(grain, animal products and prepared 
foods), across all three Us Food & Drug 
Administration (FDA) severity classes 
(from class I “severe” to class III “least 
serious”) and were more frequent in 
high population areas.

Particularly problematic were recalls 
of ingredients, such as peanut butter 
and pistachios, which impacted 
dozens of retail products like cookies, 
candy bars and ice cream. there was 
a significant increase in the number of 
recalls due to undeclared allergens, 
accounting for 32% of all Us food 
recall events from 2005 to 20177, 
probably due to tougher labeling 
standards requiring all eight major 
food allergens (wheat, eggs, peanuts, 
milk, tree nuts, soybeans, fish, and 
crustacean shellfish) to be indicated 
on a product’s label.

  ThE 1 MInUTE DIALOGUE

u  Food manufacturers and processors 
are challenged by an increasing 
number of concerns ranging from 
contaminants to “food fraud” to 
malicious tampering

u  the number of food recalls is rising, 
as impact of complex supply chains 
and tougher consumer regulation 
takes its toll

u  emerging food dangers like climate 
change, GMOs and cyber-security 
could lead to more recalls in future

u  70% of businesses are not adequately 
protected against recalls, including 
insurance; crisis management 
services can help mitigation 

A decade ago, a supply chain stretched to three or four 
steps vertically. today, it is not uncommon to have 10 steps
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1  Food Dive, Delicious or deceptive? Food fraud’s economic and safety costs, January 25, 2017
2   National Post, Food fraud hits one of Italy’s most famous products, raising question about  

effectiveness of gourmet labels, June 26, 2017
3  New Food, Almost 60 percent of popular Chinese cod fillet mislabeled, January 8, 2017

4  Perkins Cole, Food Litigation 2017: Year in Review, February 2018
5  AGCS, Product Recall: Managing the impact of the new risk landscape, 2017
6  US Economic Research Service (ERS), Trends in food recalls 2004 – 2013, April 2018
7   USDA, Summary of Recall Cases in Calendar Year 2017, 2018
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ThE rETAIL (22%) AnD 
fOOD AnD BEVErAGE (14%) 
sECTOrs ArE CYBEr-ATTACk 
VICTIMs EVEn MOrE OfTEn 
ThAn ThE BAnkInG AnD 
fInAnCIAL (13%) sECTOr13.

RISK FUTURES: FOOD sAFetY AnD seCURItY

Food-producing companies are 
challenged to ensure product safety – 
especially produce growers. Despite 
this, recalls have increased, including 
most vegetables. Annual product 
recalls by the Us Department of 
Agriculture rose 83% from 2012 through 
2017. In response to such trends, the 
United Fresh Produce Association 
(UFPA) and Western Us growers have 
created Western Growers shield, a first-
of-its-kind insurance program 
specifically designed to protect food 
companies from recall liability8.

EMErGInG fOOD DAnGErs 

CLIMATE ChAnGE

Climate change can be considered a 
potential threat to food quality. Food-
borne illnesses can directly impact the 
food supply due to natural phenomena 
like flooding or increased temperatures. 

“Obviously, climate change has a direct 
effect on the food and beverage 
industries, although probably not food 
safety,” says Bentele. “e. coli and other 
food-borne illnesses can be exacerbated 
by flooding, excessive mold or other 
events and could lead to widespread 
contamination. this is where the business 
risk would be.”

Climate change poses a major 
agricultural challenge due to the 
complex role in society that agriculture 
plays. this trend is expected to continue 
as agricultural products will become 
vulnerable to direct impacts (e.g. 
changes in crop and livestock 
development and yield) and indirect 
impacts (e.g. increasing pressures from 
pests and pathogens) resulting from 
changing climate conditions and 
extreme weather.

In ThE Us, ThErE ArE OVEr 
250 fOOD-BOrnE ILLnEssEs 
ACCOUnTInG fOr OVEr 48Mn 
CAsEs PEr YEAr; 128,000 
CAUsE hOsPITALIzATIOn AnD 
3,000 rEsULT In DEATh9 

“BIG 5” fOOD-BOrnE 
ILLnEssEs AnD sYMPTOMs
1.   novovirus (diarrhea, vomiting, 

stomach pain)

2.  Hepatitis A (liver inflammation)

3.  salmonella typhi (typhoid fever)

4.  shigella spp. (severe diarrhea)

5.   escherichia coli (e. coli) (food 
poisoning)

these five highly-infective pathogens 
are easily transmitted by food workers 
and cause severe illness.

GEnETICALLY MODIfIED OrGAnIsMs (GMOs) 

GMOs – organisms in which 
genetic material has been 
altered in a non-naturally-
occurring way – allow selected genetic 
components (e.g. resistance to insects) 
to be transferred from one organism to 
another or between non-related 
species. GMO products are banned in 
much of europe, although they are 
widespread in the Us and Asia. In the 
Us, 93% of soybeans and 88% of corn 
are genetically-engineered10.

“there is no scientific proof from an 
insurance perspective that GMO 
products are unsafe to digest,” says 
Bentele. As supply chains grow, however, 
GMO and non-GMO regional 
boundaries can be compromised, 
causing widespread exposure. GMO 
grain, for example, can blow across 
borders and be difficult to control. 

Unlike conventional foods, specific 
systems have been set up for the 
rigorous evaluation of GMO foods 
relative to human health and the 
environment. Hence, there is a 
significant difference in the evaluation 
process prior to marketing for 
conventional and GMO foods. In 
future, GMO could be a major food 
safety issue to include plants with 
improved disease or drought 
resistance, crops with increased 
nutrient levels and fish species with 
enhanced growth characteristics.

CYBEr-sECUrITY

since 2010, public and 
private food and beverage 
entities have worked with authorities to 
reduce sector risk in three key areas: 
avian influenza response; food 
contamination training; and, most 
importantly, cyber-security 
assessment and risk management11. In 
June, 2017, a tasmanian Cadbury 
confectionery factory halted 
production when its parent company, 
Mondelēz, was impacted by the Petya 
cyber-attack that cost the company 
$140mn losses in Q2 2017, alone12.

Manufacturing plants are now mostly 
automated – which introduces cyber 
risk. Hackers could theoretically 
change or contaminate a product at 
the point of manufacture by 
controlling machinery or changing 
processes; or cyber terrorists could 
hold a company hostage by 
contaminating (or threatening to 
contaminate) its products.

“Cyber is an underestimated risk for 
product recall,” says Bentele. “We’ve 
seen recalls for cyber security 
vulnerabilities in products like cars 
and cameras, so food is a natural 
target.”

InsUrInG fOOD sAfETY AnD sECUrITY

Demand for product recall insurance 
has increased over the past decade 
with greater awareness of the 
potential for reputational damage 
and significant financial loss. 
According to AGCs, take-up has been 
highest in the food and beverage 
sector. Overall, product recalls 
impact the food and beverage sector 
in value and number of dedicated 

8   Food Safety News, Recall insurance can benefit consumers by helping businesses, October 23, 2017
9  US Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Food-borne illnesses and germs, February 16, 2018
10  FDA, Consumer info about food from genetically-engineered plants, January 2018

11  FDA, Food and agriculture sector-specific plan, 2015
12  CSO Online, Petya attack caused $140m hit of Cadbury parent Mondelēz’s Q2 revenues, August 3, 2017
13  US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Trustware Global Security Report, 2016
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RISK FUTURES: FOOD sAFetY AnD seCURItY

An AGCs report: Product Recall: 
Managing the Impact of the New 
Risk Landscape explores the risk 
impact of product recalls and offers 
five key stages to managing a recall 
(pp. 22-25). Download the report 
www.agcs.allianz.com/insights

salmonella, often associated with egg recalls, is among 
the “Big Five” food-borne illnesses

OUr EXPErT
Christof Bentele   
christof.bentele@agcs.allianz.com
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Average value of a food 
and beverage product 
recall claim

$9.2Mn

COnTAMInATED PrODUCTs: InsUrAnCE 
Product recall insurance covers the cost of a recall and crisis management 
consultants. typical triggers include:

•   Accidental product contamination – impairment or mislabeling during 
production/distribution process

•   Malicious product tampering – actual, alleged/threatened, intentional or 
malicious tampering rendering a product unfit for consumption or creating a 
public impression of such

•   Adverse publicity – reporting of an alleged, but not actual, accidental product 
contamination or malicious tamper in media

•   Government recall – accidental or unintentional product contamination, 
impairment or mislabeling occurring during production/distribution and later 
deemed unfit for consumption by authorities, resulting in a recall

•   Intentionally impaired ingredients – product contamination or impairment, 
occurring as a result of an ingredient supplied to the company by a third party 
which was intentional/wrongful, but not malicious

INSURANCE CAN COvER COSTS ASSOCIATED wITH …
•   Recalls (first and third party)

•   Inspecting, withdrawing, destroying and replacing product

•   Business interruption (loss of gross profit)

•   Rehabilitation

•   Consultancy

•   third party recall liability

•   Customer loss of profits

•   Unsubstantiated recalls

•   Preparation of crisis management plans.

insurance claims second only to the 
automotive industry, accounting for 
16% and 18% respectively. the 

average value of a food and 
beverage product recall claim is 
$9.2mn (€7.92mn)14. 

“In the event of a recall, it’s best that 
companies work with specialized 
consultants to make sure the public is 
safe,” says Bentele. “And that they 
take action immediately. the longer 
the product stays on the market, the 
greater the risk of losing reputation 
and trust.”  

AGCs estimates that 70% of recall 
plans are inadequate. Product recall 
insurance provides access to crisis 
management consultants who work 
with customers to shore up these 
plans before a crisis and run mock 
scenarios to put the plan through its 
paces. A full recall simulation can test 
social and traditional media, 
customers and other stakeholders.

Recalls are costly, says Bentele: first, to 
recall and destroy the product and, 
then, to put a new product back on the 
shelf, not to mention losses due to 
consumers not buying the product, 
which is the main risk of contaminated 
products aside from the possibility of 
seriously harming or killing someone. It 
is very difficult to rebuild trust. there 
should be a communication plan in 
place to let customers know about the 
problem, tell them how to avoid it and 
notify them when the problem is fixed.

14  AGCS
  13



PrEPArATIOn Is kEY

sEPTEMBEr 20, 2017

In the days leading up to september 20, 2017, Jackie Otero, 
Senior Claims Adjuster, AGCS, the “face” of Allianz on the island 
of Puerto Rico – since she is the only Allianz employee there – is 
busy prepping and planning. she has relocated her 89 year-old 
parents from the interior to her walk-up flat in san Juan even as 
she works to prepare customers to weather the storm. 
Otero reaches out to brokers to action-plan – reviewing 
policyholder coverages, wordings and contact details. In Puerto 

“wE CAn BE BETTEr 
PrEPArED ThAn wE 
wErE ThIs TIME”

Hurricane Maria was the strongest storm to hit Puerto Rico in 
almost a century, resulting in close to 3,000 deaths and the longest 
power blackout in US history. Some estimates calculate the cost 
of damage to be as much as $100bn. Throughout, AGCS’ only full-
time claims expert on the island, Jackie Otero, helped customers 
prepare for the storm and pick-up the pieces afterwards – even 
working out of her car as she handled hundreds of claims.

RISK FUTURES: One YeAR On – HeLPInG PUeRtO RICO ReBUILD AFteR HURRICAne MARIA

PREP TO DO 
3 Relocate mom & dad
3  Stock-up on canned food,  

water and gasoline
3  Charge mobile
3  Secure third-party claim vendors

3  Reach out to local brokers for  
action planning

3  Review insurance coverages  
and policy wording 

3  Gather policyholder personal  
contact information

3  Give brokers mobile number

14 



RISK FUTURES: One YeAR On – HeLPInG PUeRtO RICO ReBUILD AFteR HURRICAne MARIA

Rico, insurers can’t directly contact 
policyholders, so her brokers must 
approve her contacting policyholders 
directly after the storm. she shares 
her personal contact details and 
agrees to regularly visit brokerage 
offices after the storm to collect 
notifications in case internet or 
telephones are down. 

A few weeks before, on september 7, a 
strong Hurricane Irma passed north of 
Puerto Rico, leaving widespread 
flooding, a few insurance claims, and 
around a million people without power 
– 80,000 of them still in the dark by the 
time Maria approaches1. 

In the early morning of september 
20, the wind and rain ramp-up 

considerably as Hurricane Maria 
strikes. Otero and her husband 
huddle at the dining room table, 
monitoring weather reports and 
hoping against the worst. Well 
known in the broker community, 
Otero knows she’s helped her 
customers prepare as much as 
possible. Preparation is key. she 
learned that lesson long ago.

wEAnED On hUGO 

On september 9, 1989, Puerto Rico was 
struck by Hurricane Hugo, leaving 12 
dead and losses over $1bn2. Before 
Hugo, Otero worked as a receptionist 
in the claims department of a small, 
local insurer. After, she learned the 
claims business on-the-go and never 
looked back. 

Over the years, Otero has settled 
thousands of claims – averaging five to 
10 per day (considerably more during 
major events). eventually, she handles 
just marine business – cargo 
(shipment/storage), marine-related 
onshore property, construction 
equipment and ship’s hull and marine Aerial view of hotel damages in Puerto Rico after Maria

Puerto rico’s estimated 
economic loss from Maria

$100Bn 

Flooding caused by release of waters from Guajataca Dam caused this highway to wash away  
(Photo: Wikimedia Commons)

1  NBC News, Hurricane Irma Skirts Puerto Rico, Leaves 1 Million Without Power, September 7, 2017
2  Washington Post, Deadly Hugo slams Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, September 19, 1989

“wE CAn BE BETTEr 
PrEPArED ThAn wE 
wErE ThIs TIME”
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RISK FUTURES: One YeAR On – HeLPInG PUeRtO RICO ReBUILD AFteR HURRICAne MARIA

liability exposures. she began working 
for Allianz in the mid-1990s.

rECOVErY BEGIns

Otero’s apartment survives the storm, 
with some water damage – but she’s 
without power. Mobile coverage is 
limited, but she is able to text message 
her manager, Adam Kotara, Property 
Claims Director, AGCS, in the Us.

After the storm, Otero contacts 
customers. everywhere there is total 
devastation from severe wind and 
flooding. trees are down and most 

powerlines. As most houses on the 
island are wooden, the majority are 
heavily damaged or gone completely. 
Bridges are washed away – including 
the one Otero crossed a few days 
earlier bringing her parents from the 
interior. Most supermarkets are closed; 
the few that are open have long 
queues outside. At first, stores only sell 
one packet of rice and one jug of 

water per customer. Many stand in 
line for up to 24-hours just to buy gas 
and food. 

As it turns out, Maria significantly 
impacts the power grid, already 
stressed due to Puerto Rico defaulting 
on a $123bn debt in May 20173. there 
is no power for months – the second 
longest power blackout in world 
history4. Incredibly, Otero will not 
regain power for 44 days – on 
november 2. Rolling power outages 
and blackouts continue well into 2018 
– a major one on April 17 plunging the 
entire island into darkness again.

What Otero immediately needs is a 
generator, but none is available. she 
works from her car to charge her 
mobile and laptop. she asks Kotara 
to purchase a generator with money 
that she will send him. to her 
surprise, she soon receives one 
donated by AGCs. 

“the generator was a godsend,” Otero 
tells Kotara weeks later. “I can’t 
imagine doing my job without it. We 
even ran a few fans to overcome the 
heat and humidity.”

Otero’s post-Maria issues are 
technological: most of the island’s cell 
towers are lost; 95% of service is 
unavailable – by mid-December only 
85% of the towers are operational5. 
When she can, Otero starts calling or 
visiting brokers and assigning claims to 
the eight private adjusters AGCs hires to 
help her with initial onsite visits to inspect 
damage. notifications come in to Otero’s 
nine-person Us support team. On the 
ground, Otero sees significant wind and 
water damage due to blown-off roofs on 
most buildings. After power is restored, 
Otero notices an increase in power surge 
claims which businesses can trigger if 
their operation experiences a power-
down or if power outages or surges from 
another location leave them without a 
means to continue business.

According to Kotara, Otero probably 
touches some part of each of AGCs’ 
230 claims – which represents about 
68% of AGCs’ business in Puerto Rico. 

ThE BrOkEr‘s VIEw
“Jackie Otero has been so 
helpful resolving claims that 
everybody who has worked with 
her in our office is pleased with 
the service provided, prompt 
response and resolution of 
claims. If we compared her with 
other colleagues in the industry, 
I can say that she is the best at 
providing service and prompt 
resolutions – the very best.”
- Gladys Matos, senior Vice President, 
Marsh saldaña, Puerto Rico

In hEr Own wOrDs:  
JACkIE OTErO

“This ordeal is heart-wrenching 
– we didn’t know Maria’s 
strength until she hit us. It’s 
disheartening to see so many 
people with no roof over their 
head, no food for their families, 
no end to their suffering, just 
struggling to survive. I worked 
a lot of hours and continue to 
do so. There‘s no telling how 
many miles I’ve put on my car. I 
was available 24/7 and worked 
long days and most weekends 
to serve customers. That’s 
what being a claims adjuster 
is about. Maria’s main lesson 
for Puerto Rico is that we 
never will be fully prepared for 
another disaster like Maria, but 
we can be better prepared than 
we were this time.”

Jackie Otero, the “face” of Allianz in Puerto Rico, 
queueing up for supplies after the storm

number of claims AGCs 
received due to Maria

230

3  New York Times, Puerto Rico declares a form of bankruptcy, May 3, 2017
4   Daily Kos, Puerto Rico continues to struggle as its blackout becomes the second largest in  

world history, April 17, 2018  

5  E&E News, 3 months after storm, Puerto Rico’s grid is struggling, December 20, 2017
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Claim set-up, policy information,  
broker follow-up, independent  
adjuster follow-up, spanish translation 
– Otero does it all after Maria.
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RISK FUTURES: One YeAR On – HeLPInG PUeRtO RICO ReBUILD AFteR HURRICAne MARIA

income and extra expense exposures 
due to significant business interruption. 
AGCs’ highest claims value is around 
$40mn, a total loss by a local television 
station to antennas, satellite dishes and 
broadcast equipment. 

OUr EXPErT
Jackie Otero 
jacqueline.otero@agcs.allianz.com

POsTCrIPT: whAT hAPPEnED nEXT?
Hurricane Maria made landfall on september 20 as a strong Category 4 
hurricane on the southeast coast of Puerto Rico. Flooding was severe. Caguas, 
in the mountainous east central part of the island, registered 37.9 inches of 
rain. every part of the island received at least five inches, with a significant 
swath through the central part receiving over 15 inches6.

Approximately 80% of the island’s agriculture was wiped out, with about 
$780mn estimated losses7; garbage, debris and open sewers are everywhere. 
Puerto Rico‘s solid Waste Authority estimates that Maria created 6.2 million 
cubic yards of waste and debris – enough trash to fill about 43 football stadiums 
with piles of waste eight stories high8.

together, Hurricanes Maria and Irma caused an estimated $100bn+ in damage 
to a recession-bound economy where over 45% of people live in poverty9. While 
the official death toll once stood at 64, it has since been acknowledged that in all 
likelihood close to 3,000 people died in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria10. With 
such a broken economy, “back to normal” might be a long time coming. 

All told for Hurricane Maria, the overall exposure for AGCs (including alternative 
risk transfer and reinsurance) was close to $300mn.

the Us Army and Puerto Rico national Guard had to filter water and provide it to residents for months after the storm

Flooding in Loiza, Puerto Rico, after Maria. some 
areas received more than 15 inches of rain 
(Photo: Wikimedia Commons)

Otero assures brokers she will work to 
get customers back in business as soon 
as possible. About three-quarters of 
claims notifications are marine-related 
(inland marine, which is not the same as 
ocean marine). Coverages include 
commercial property, such as 
contractors equipment for machinery 
and construction site building supplies, 
radio and antennas, damage to many 
statues and public art installations at 
town squares throughout Puerto Rico, 
medical equipment in clinics, hospitals, 
medical laboratories, etc. and valuable 
papers and art, as well as business 

of Puerto rico‘s 
agriculture lost to 
Maria

80%

6  TropicalWeather.net
7  New York Times, Puerto Rico’s agriculture and farmers decimated by Maria. September 25, 2017
8  New York Times, Maps: Hurricane Maria’s path across Puerto Rico, September 27, 2017

9  Reuters, Puerto Rico’s governor presses power utility privatization, March 5, 2018
10  BBC News, Puerto Rico increases Hurricane Maria death toll to 2,975, August 29, 2018
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SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe 

ThE ChAnGInG  
rIsk AnD LIABILITY 
LAnDsCAPE

Modern corporate risk and liability exposures can arise from many 
sources, including third parties, supply chains, products, IT security, 
new technology and the environment. Global Risk Dialogue examines 
current and emerging risk management and insurance issues across a 
number of key trends.
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  ThE 1 MInUTE DIALOGUE

u   new technology will be a major 
driver of liability and other claims 
activity in future

u   Product-related risk exposures are 
growing in size and number

u   Growing anxiety over new data and 
It security risks coincides with more 
robust privacy rules 

u   Businesses can be held liable for 
environmental damages, even when 
not acting negligently 

u   Autonomous cars will still be 
exposed to traditional perils, as well 
as new risks

ThE ChAnGInG  
rIsk AnD LIABILITY 
LAnDsCAPE
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Autonomous machines. Artificial 
intelligence (AI). smart factories. 
Digitalized supply chains. the 
opportunities for business from new 
technologies are immense and wide-
ranging. Increasing interconnection of 
buildings, factories and devices and 
better utilization of data and analytics 
are predicted to enable greater 
productivity and more tailored 
customer offerings. It is anticipated 
that workplace safety will improve as 
human error – a leading cause of loss 
in many industries – is minimized due 
to automation of tasks. Meanwhile, 
ongoing condition monitoring and use 
of “big data” analytics could 
significantly improve risk management, 
enabling better risk mitigation and 
prevention, more robust pre-disaster 
planning and even the ability to learn 
from near-misses.

However, in today’s, and tomorrow’s, 
world of connected industries, where 
intangible assets such as data, 
networks, customer relationships and 
intellectual property can represent the 
major source of corporate value, more 
is also at stake if things go wrong. new 

technology is likely to be a major driver 
of liability, and other insurance claims, 
activity in the years to come. 

Broadly speaking – the frequency of 
claims is expected to reduce. For 
example, so-called smart factories 
should see fewer claims for workplace 
accidents, while driverless cars (see 
page 28) are expected to bring about 
a dramatic reduction in accident rates 
over time, given around 90% of 
accidents are currently believed to 
involve human error. However, cyber 
risk liabilities will grow, while 
automation is likely to lead to 
increased product liability for 
machinery manufacturers, component 
manufacturers and software providers, 
as responsibility moves more from 
human to machine – and therefore to 
manufacturer, suppliers or software 
providers.

3D PRINTING BRINGS CHANGE

technology, such as 3D printing, which 
offers a faster, cheaper way of 
producing bespoke products, is also 
changing existing business models and 

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe 

OUTLOOk: nEw 
TECh, nEw LOss 
sCEnArIOs
Advancements in technology are changing the risk landscape irrevocably and driving 
potential big changes in liability, and other insurance, claims activity.
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Estimated value of 3D printing 
market today. It is expected to 
grow significantly

$9Bn
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supply chains, disrupting well-
established lines of liability. 

Hailed as a revolution in 
manufacturing, the projected growth 
numbers for 3D printing make for 
impressive reading. today, the market 
is already estimated at being just short 
of $9bn in value. However, according to 
Wohlers Associates, which identifies 3D 
printing, or additive manufacturing, 
trends, given current levels of growth, it 
could one day have a potential global 
value of $640bn – based on capturing 
5% of the $12.8trn manufacturing 
industry market share1. Meanwhile, 
McKinsey has previously estimated that 
3D printing positives, such as improved 
production methods and reduced 
waste could have a positive economic 
impact of up to $550bn by 20252. It 
could also bring significant benefits to 
the insurance industry. there is the 
possibility of reducing business 
interruptions through production of 
spare parts by using 3D printers, 
enabling businesses to become 
operational again faster.

On the other hand, more widespread 
use of this technology also introduces 
potential new risk contributors into the 
supply chain – such as product 
designers, internet sales platforms and 
software providers; all of whom bring 
their own relevant liabilities – and raise 
a number of issues and questions about 
who would be responsible in the event 
of a product defect or recall scenario.

In the case of product designers, the 
3D design is the blueprint for the 
future product, as it contains all the 
information. therefore, if the design 
itself can be considered a product, for 
example, in accordance with a law 
such as the German Product safety 
Act, for example, the designer could 
be liable in the event of a recall of 
unsafe products. In the case of the 
internet sales platform, the question 
also arises as to whether the operators 
of the platform are required to warn 
about any unsafe products, produced 
by the uploaded 3D models. If the 
software itself can be considered a 
product, are the software 
manufacturers adequately covered 
for product liability? In switzerland, for 

example, the software for 3D printers 
that is used to make medicinal 
products is considered a medicinal 
product itself. Finally, 3D printing 
enables manufacturers to produce 
personalized or customized products 
– what impact does this have on 
product testing?

Coming hot on the heels of 3D 
printing is 4D printing technology, 
where time becomes one of the 
parameters. As conditions such as 
humidity or temperature affect the 
product, the object reshapes itself in 
response (for example, the Us Army 
has tested 4D camouflage uniforms 
which adjust patterns to density of 
foliage or temperature). Further 
enhancements to 3D and 4D 
technologies will only further 
exacerbate the liability and risk 
debate. Companies dealing with 
such technologies should constantly 
test their own risk management and 
processes – over and over.

DATA EXPOSURE, THE “SHARING 
ECONOMY” AND CLAIMS COMPLEXITY

the increasing digitalization of society 
and business also creates other 
liabilities, such as personal data and 
privacy exposures (see page 24), as 
well as liabilities around business 
interruption, cyber security, director 
and officers and product liability (see 
page 22). Companies are worried 
about the growing sophistication of 
cyber-attacks but many still 
underestimate the impact of technical 
It failure, human error or even rogue 
employees, which can also result in 

costly damages. At the same time, 
data protection rules are becoming 
increasingly tough as governments 
bolster cyber security, significantly 
impacting businesses as penalties for 
non-compliance can be severe. Fines 
for falling foul of the new laws can be 
as high as 4% of global revenues.

the growing “sharing economy” also 
raises new questions for liability. 
Liability in the sharing economy is 
becoming more complex and 
potentially more challenging to 
apportion. For example, a road traffic 
accident involving an autonomous car 
share vehicle could involve the vehicle 
manufacturer, software provider and 
the fleet operator, as well as third 
parties involved in the accident.

As liability claims become more 
complex and technical, investing in 
claims expertise and knowledge is 
becoming more important than ever 
before for insurers. For example, 
advanced driver assistance technology 
requires claims handlers to understand 
sensors and algorithms to determine 
the cause of an accident. As industry 
grows ever more sophisticated and 
connected, insurers need to ensure 
that their claims handling processes 
stay up-to-date. 

For more information on 
liability trends download 
Global Claims Review: Liability  
In Focus 
www.agcs.allianz.com/about-us/
news/global-claims-review-2017/

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe

1  Wohlers Report 2016 And The Billion Dollar 3D Printing Industry
2  McKinsey and Co, Disruptive Technologies: Advances That Will Transform Life, Business And the Global Economy, 2013

EXPErT VIEw
“Supply chain risks continue to be extremely complex with the 
introduction of AI, the Internet of Things and cyber exposures. 
Changes in business operations and increased dependencies on data 
and continued enhancements in automated capabilities to remain 
competitive will create ongoing resilience challenges. In order to be 
successful, businesses will need to continually be diligent in addressing 
these ever-changing exposures.“ 
Thomas Varney 
Regional Manager Americas, Allianz Risk Consulting, AGCS  
thomas.varney@agcs.allianz.com
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DEfECTIVE PrODUCT 
AnD rECALL  
ThrEATs EVOLVE
A car’s faulty ignition switch shuts off, disabling certain safety devices. Overheating  
batteries result in a host of laptop fires. An automated production line is tampered with. 
Product-related risk is one of the biggest perils businesses face today and tomorrow –  
with exposures growing in size and number.

Defective products not only pose a 
serious safety risk to the public, they 
can also cause significant financial 
and reputational damage to the 
companies concerned. Analysis of 
more than 100,000 insurance industry 
liability claims by AGCs shows the 
extent of the risk.  Defective product/
work incidents have caused insured 
losses in excess of $2bn over five 
years, accounting for almost a quarter 
(23%) of the value of all claims 
analyzed, making them the top cause 
of liability loss for businesses globally. 
Product recall losses are a major 
contributor to this total. 

Manufacturers whose faulty products 
cause damages may be subjected to a 
product liability lawsuit by an injured 
individual or a class-action lawsuit on 
behalf of many consumers filing non-
injury claims. the original manufacturer, 
however, isn’t the only one potentially on 
the hook in product liability cases; 
others can be component or materials 
suppliers, assemblers, wholesalers, 
retailers or repairers (or healthcare 

professionals, in drug and medical 
device cases). 

Product risk incidents have increased 
and with increasingly complex global 
supply chains liability and recall 
claims have also become larger and 
more challenging to settle. In large 
product recall scenarios, a 
considerable loss in profits and 
reputation can follow, as companies 
have to deal with a number of 
liabilities that can include: first and 
third party recall costs; expenses to 

inspect, withdraw, destroy and 
replace the product; business 
interruption; consultancy costs; and 
even customer loss of profits. 
Businesses often underestimate the 
financial impact of a defective 
product or recall incident and the 
negative effect it can have. 

AGCs analysis shows the average value 
of a defective product liability claim is 

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe 

rIsks EXPErT VIEw
“For a company to understand its own risks, including the 
manufacturing supply chain, thinking in worst case scenarios 
helps with mitigating problems and product defects, including future 
liabilities. For example, a construction company might consider the 
impact of long term stability of its supplied products that are used 
in bridges and the potential reputational exposure should a bridge 
collapse. To adopt a ‘No, that can’t happen to me’ attitude is wrong 
and the business could suffer significant losses.“ 
Juergen weichert 
Head of Global Product Development, Liability, AGCS  
juergen.weichert@allianz.com
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almost $300,000 (€263,903). However, 
the average cost of a significant 
product recall incident is in excess of 
$12mn (€10.5mn) with the costs from 
the largest incidents far exceeding this.

Although recall frequency fluctuates year-
on-year, and by industry, there has been a 
steady rise in activity over time, driven by 
contributing factors such as a rise in 
product safety regulation; technological 
advances in testing, making issues easier 
to detect; identification of new pathogens; 
impact of economic pressures and cost-
cutting; a rise in consumer awareness; 
growth of social media, which can help 
early identification of issues but can also 
exacerbate product recall risk if not well 
managed; and retailer/original 
equipment manufacturer (OeM) pressure. 

the automotive sector is most impacted 
by product recalls, followed by the food 
and beverage sector (see page 10), 
based on AGCs analysis of insurance 
claims, reflecting wider trends. For 
example, in three out of the past four 
years record numbers of cars have been 
recalled in the Us. Although this number 
declined to 30.7 million units last year1, 
this still means the industry recalled 
around 74% more vehicles than it actually 
delivered2. the automotive supply chain is 
completely different to 15 years ago. 
Consolidation has brought efficiencies but 
has also increased defective product and 
recall risk, driven by factors such as 
engineering becoming more complex; 
faster speed to market, leaving less time 
for product testing; outsourcing of 
research and development to first and 
second tier suppliers; as well as increasing 
cost pressures. 

Looking to the future, advancements in 
technology will be both a boon and a 
challenge for defective product and 
product recall risk across different 
industries. Developments such as 
genome-sequencing provide an 
opportunity to improve the quality and 
traceability of products. Meanwhile, 
machine learning and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) can help identify 
emerging product safety risks. For 
example, through its partnership with 
Insurtech analytics company, Praedicat, 
AGCs offers access to a science-based 
software solution, ChemMeta, which 
scans, analyzes and synthesizes data 
from millions of scientific journals to 

identify early warning signs of product 
risk, enabling businesses to make 
proactive product decisions across 
critical functions, such as research and 
development, product formulation, as 
well as on regulatory matters.

However, new technology also brings 
new risks and will become a bigger 
driver of recalls. Automated 
manufacturing plants boost efficiency 
but also increase cyber risk, which is 
currently underestimated for product 
recall, despite recalls due to 
vulnerabilities in cars and cameras.  
there are huge pressures to get 
innovations and advances in material 
sciences, AI and biotechnology to 
market. But while fast-evolving 
technology is good news for product 
development, it can also bring new recall 
risks. Failure can happen when there is a 
shortage of time and not enough testing.

Already used to manufacture products 
ranging from aircraft parts to food, 
pharmaceuticals and human tissue, 3D 
printing is another area that could 
change defective product and recall 
exposures (see page 20).

When a product’s safety comes into 
question, time is everything, particularly 
in the digital age. Decisions need to be 
made quickly but ill-judged ones can 
add cost and damage reputation. 
Response capability is vital in fighting 
the size of a product recall claim, for 
example. In event of a recall, a 

company that embraces crisis 
management is far less likely to suffer a 
major incidence. Around 75% of AGCs’ 
work in this area is pre-event crisis 
consultation, testing protocols and 
recall plans and running scenarios to 
put the crisis team through its paces, yet 
AGCs estimates around 70% of recall 
plans have some inadequacies. 

specialist product recall insurance can 
provide additional protection, but it is 
estimated that out of 250,000 
manufacturing companies in the Us, at 
least 70% do not have policies3. Yet, 
this dedicated insurance coverage 
provides access to crisis management 
services, which can help with 
contingency planning and stress-
testing, recall action, product testing, 
legal support, regulatory liaison, crisis 
communications, and malicious 
contamination investigations –  all 
services that will be required in event 
of a recall but are not easily found in-
house or at short notice. 

It also covers likely costs, such as 
identification and tracking of defective 
products, repairs, disposal/
replacement, laboratory testing, 
investigative costs, sanitizing 
contaminated factories and 
rehabilitation costs to restore brand 
and lost sales.

Download AGCs’ report, 
Product Recall: Managing the 
Impact of the New Risk Landscape, 
at www.agcs.allianz.com/insights

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe

EXPErT VIEw
“There is now much attention on how companies deal with 
defective or contaminated products, how responsive they are 
and how resilient their product safety systems are. More than ever, 
consumers are part of the agenda by making choices subject to how 
companies deal with crises. Tougher regulations and harsher penalties, 
the rise of large multi-national corporations and complex global supply 
chains, growing consumer awareness, the impact of economic pressures 
in research and development (R&D) and production and even growth of 
social media are just some of the contributing factors behind this.“
Christof Bentele 
Head of Global Crisis Management, AGCS  
christof.bentele@allianz.com

rIsk MAnAGEMEnT  
AnD InsUrAnCE IMPACT

1  US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
2  Forbes, Auto Recalls Hit A Four-Year Low Last Year, But Still Exceed Units Sold
3  Independent Agent, Why product recalls are on the rise – and why you should care, August 21, 2017
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DAILY MITIGATIOn 
nECEssArY fOr IT 
sECUrITY AnD DATA rIsks 
Cyber risks are fast-evolving, posing an ever-changing threat to businesses. According to the 
annual Allianz Risk Barometer, which surveys more than 1,900 risk experts, they now rank 
as the second most important peril globally, but are also the most underestimated. Five years 
ago they ranked just 15th. Negligence scenarios are increasing. 

there are now multiple threats to a 
company’s digital presence. Personal 
information or intellectual property can 
be compromised through a data breach, 
resulting in third party liabilities such as 
legal or regulatory actions, as well as first-
party costs responding to the breach. 
Businesses can incur network liability if a 
corrupted file is transferred to another 
company. then there are newer perils, 
such as the threat of cyber extortion, and 
particularly business interruption (BI), 
caused by a targeted attack against a 
company’s computer system. 

the recent rise in distributed denial of 
service (DDOs) and ransomware 
attacks, so-called “cyber hurricane” 
events, where hackers disrupt a large 
numbers of companies by targeting 
common internet infrastructure 
dependencies, means BI is now the 
leading cause of economic loss for 
firms after a cyber event. As the recent 
WannaCry ($8bn) and notPetya ($3bn) 
incidents demonstrate, such events can 
inflict significant financial and 
reputational damage. 

Growing anxiety about the threat to data 
and It security coincides with the 
introduction of more robust privacy rules 
around the world, such as the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and 
the network and Information security 
Directive (nIs) in the european Union, and 
reform of data protection in many Us 
states. Global companies are now 
exposed to tougher potential liabilities 
and fines in the event of non-compliance.

target, Home Depot, Yahoo, sony, JP 
Morgan Chase, equifax and Uber are 
just some of the global companies 
that have made headlines for big 
data breaches recently. Companies 
suffering data breaches can 
experience large losses, BI, 
reputational damage and even class 

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe 

rIsks EXPErT VIEw
“Currently, we aren‘t just seeing cyber risks as a driver of 
liabilities in the technology sector. We are seeing them trigger 
property, product recall and other claims, as well. Cyber vulnerabilities are 
experienced by large and small businesses alike, in almost every sector 
-- and those companies that think they are immune are not being realistic. 
It is important that clients understand the impact of not being prepared 
for a cyber incident, not only to the bottom-line but to intangibles like 
reputational damage, brand exposure, BI and loss of share price. Cyber 
risks are here to stay, and mitigation procedures should be thought of as a 
natural part of every company‘s daily operations.“ 
Emy Donavan 
Global Head of Cyber, AGCS 
emy.donavan@agcs.allianz.com
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action lawsuits from customers whose 
data and privacy are compromised. 
equifax’s 2017 breach, which 
impacted 140 million people in the Us 
alone, is forecast to have cost it 
around $439mn by the end of 20181, 
making it one of the most costly ever. 
It also led to the CeO’s resignation. 

Research shows costs associated with 
breaches are rising. Last year, the 
average cost of a data breach globally 
increased by over 6% to $3.86mn. 
Meanwhile, the average cost for each 
lost or stolen record also increased, by 
almost 5% to $1482, according to the 
Ponemon Institute. Another study by 
the institute shows that although close 
to half (48%) of cyber incidents involve 
malicious or criminal activity, even 
more (52%) involve human factors, 
such as negligent employees, or It and 
business process failures, 
demonstrating companies face 
exposures from all areas.

the potential fall-out from such 
incidents is exacerbated by the 
introduction of tougher data rules 
around the globe. the nIs Directive 
requires “essential services” providers, 
such as ports and transport services, to 
show they have taken sufficient 
measures to manage cyber security 
and report incidents; otherwise they 
could face substantial penalties. 
similarly, under GDPR, steep fines of up 
to 4% of a company’s global revenue 
can be imposed for data protection 
breaches. the introduction of new 
notification requirements and new 
rights for consumers could also 
increase third party liability risk and 
threat of litigation. GDPR also allows 
consumers to “opt-out”, requiring 
businesses to find new ways to isolate 
data and beef-up It security. Its 
introduction has also spurred 11 Us 
states to expand data breach 
notification rules, mirroring some of the 
protections GDPR provides, during the 
first half of 2018 alone3 – 48 states now 
require companies to notify individuals 
if their data is compromised.

It is not just companies who could be 
on the hook in the event of a cyber 
incident. In future, it may be possible 
to claim substantial damages from 

their directors if there has been 
negligence in any failure to protect 
data or a lack of controls. there are a 
wide range of scenarios in which a 
director could be potentially 
considered negligent, such as a fund 
transfer fraud, or a compromised 
network, leading to significant BI, 
property damage or loss of 
intellectual property.

Also, looking to the future, new threats 
will create new loss and liability 
scenarios. Wider adoption of Artificial 
Intelligence technology could be 
accompanied by a greater number of 
more sophisticated cyber-attacks. 
Vulnerability of connected systems and 
machines to system failure or hacking 
will also increase. Cyber-currencies and 
blockchain systems could also be 
compromised4.  

While it is impossible to prevent data 
and It security events completely, 
their impact can be lessened. to 
address data privacy concerns, 
businesses should ensure they review 
data protection and classification 
practices, implement security 
automation tools which can highlight 
pre-compromise vulnerabilities, and 
deliver timely software updates and 
patches. If a ransomware attack is a 
primary concern, maintain secure 
back-ups of data and servers on a 
regular basis. 

If sensitive data is compromised, the 
business needs to respond at all levels 
– board, It, communications, 
compliance and investor relations. 
According to reputation analysis and 
research institute Mediatenor, 75% of 
all companies which suffer a cyber-
attack also incur reputational 
damage or loss. the way an 
organization manages a breach has a 
direct impact on the cost. this will 
become even more the case as the 
regulatory environment toughens.

Cyber insurance should be considered 
as part of any mitigation strategy and is 
no longer just about protecting against 
financial losses such as BI and 

restoration costs. If a business suffers a 
cyber-incident,  it will need instant 
access to specialist counsel, network 
forensics services and crisis 
management consultants to help 
mitigate the impact in real-time, in 
accordance with necessary regulations.  
Insurance provides this. Increasingly, 
many insurers are also forming 
partnerships with other cyber experts to 
bolster their security offering. For 
example, AGCs partners with risk 
modeler, Cyence Risk Analytics, to 
identify emerging cyber trends to better 
understand how businesses respond to 
catastrophic scenarios.  It has also 
formed a cyber risk management 
solution partnership, which comprises 
cyber resilience evaluation services 
from Aon, secure technology from Cisco 
and Apple and enhanced insurance 
coverage from AGCs.

For more information on GDPR 
compliance www.agcs.allianz.
com/insights/expert-risk-articles/
grd-gdpr/

For more information on a cyber risk 
checklist for directors www.agcs.
allianz.com/insights/expert-risk-
articles/emerging-risks-focus 

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe

rIsk MAnAGEMEnT  
AnD InsUrAnCE IMPACT

DrIVInG DATA PrIVACY 
AnD IT sECUrITY
Allianz, siemens, IBM, Airbus and 
a number of other companies 
recently launched a “Charter 
of Trust“ which establishes 
minimum standards for cyber 
security and data privacy. While 
governments must take a leading 
role in this effort, companies at 
the forefront of the cyber space 
can help develop and implement 
standards. the charter contains 
10 principles to make the digital 
world more secure and also sets 
three important goals: Protect 
the data of individuals and 
companies; prevent damage 
to people, companies and 
infrastructure; and create a 
reliable foundation for instilling 
trust in a networked, digital world. 

1  Reuters, Equifax breach could be most costly in corporate history, March 2, 2018
2  Ponemon Institute, 2018 Cost of a Data Breach Study, 2018
3   Norton Rose Fulbright, Data Protection Report, US states pass data protection laws on the heels of the GDPR
4  CSO Online, 2018 cybersecurity trends and predictions, December 27, 2017
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EnVIrOnMEnTAL 
IMPAIrMEnT rIsk 
rIsInG
An explosion at a refinery causes a release of petroleum into the aquifer. A flood leaves a 
building infiltrated by mold. Environmental impairments can bring severe damage, threaten 
health and are costly to remediate. Insurance helps, but coverage gaps can leave companies 
vulnerable.

the growth of the global economy has 
led to a rising concern among the 
public, media, businesses and 
politicians about environmental 
damage and its effects. When human 
activity causes damage to the 
environment, protection is needed for 
nature and health. Companies bear 
environmental risks and can be held 
liable for damage, even in the case of 
not acting negligently.

some companies bear higher 
environmental risks than others due to 
their industries. An example is a 
company with facilities that produce or 
store toxic substances like chemicals 
which, despite all security measures, 
might leak into the environment. In other 
areas, such as the pharmaceutical or oil 
and gas industries, companies can be 
held liable for damage due to waste 
discharge activities, emissions or 
disposal practices – environmental 
impairment ranks as one of the top 
business risks for the oil and gas sector 
in the Allianz Risk Barometer 20181. the 
same is true for industry segments such 
as commercial and residential real 
estate, where damage can arise from 

indoor air quality issues, contractor 
negligence, or even neighboring 
redevelopment activities. Furthermore, 
environmental issues are also arising 
from increasing natural catastrophe 
activity. Last year, Hurricane Harvey’s 
estimated 15 to 20 trillion gallons of 
rainfall resulted in a sharp increase in 
mold claims2. Mold can take months to 
remediate and clean-up can cost 
millions of dollars. exposure can cause 
health problems ranging from throat 
irritations to pneumonia. such losses are 
currently exceeding expectations in 
terms of frequency and severity in areas 
exposed to natural catastrophes. 

Industrial activities can have a significant 
impact on environmental threats such as 
climate change, pollution, water 
shortage and loss of biodiversity – the 
estimated annual cost of the top 100 
environmental impacts for the global 
economy in social costs, lost ecosystem 
services and pollution is $4.7trn3. For 
businesses, the consequences from 
environmental incidents can vary greatly 
depending on scale, size or location, but 
the common denominator is potential 
liabilities, such as penalties and fines 
from regulators and having to pay 
significant disposal, remediation and 
clean-up expenses after contamination 

and spillages. they may also need to 
implement costly improvements or 
defend against third-party injury 
allegations. Other associated costs after 
an incident could include significant 
business interruption (BI) or supply-chain 
disruption, due to being unable to 
operate or provide products or services.

Based on analysis of 100,000 insurance 
industry liability claims over five years, 
the average cost of an environmental 
damage loss is $2.71m (€2.34mn), 
according to AGCs, but this total is 
impacted by a number of small claims, 
which reduces the average value. the 
reality is that large environmental 
liability losses, such as pollution, are 
increasing, with the mining and 
construction sectors particularly 
impacted. Large environmental losses 
can be complex, costly and take a long 
time to settle. A notable recent loss 
involved the breach of an industrial 
dam at the samarco mine in Bento 
Rodrigues, Brazil in november 2015, 
which ranks as the country’s worst 
environmental catastrophe. It killed 19 
people and left a trail of destruction for 
hundreds of miles. samarco, and its 
parent companies Vale and BHP 

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe 

rIsks
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1  AGCS, Allianz Risk Barometer 2018
2  Risk & Insurance, Hurricanes leave a moldy legacy in their wake, December 14, 2017.

3  Trucost, TEEB for Business Coalition, Natural Capital At Risk: The Top 100 Externalities of Business, April 2013
4  Reuters, Samarco, Vale, BHP sign deal with Brazil authorities over dam disaster, June 25, 2018
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Billiton, have been in negotiations with 
Brazilian authorities ever since, 
eventually signing a deal to settle a 
20bn reais ($5bn) lawsuit in June 20184. 
However, this agreement sets a two-
year timeline to reach a settlement over 
a separate 155bn reais ($38bn) lawsuit, 
which will remain suspended while the 
parties negotiate. samarco’s operations 
have been halted since the disaster. 

there has been a significant increase in 
environmental exposure and claims in 
countries such as Brazil, as 
environmental laws are clarified and 
regulators become more active. Recent 
years have also seen other costly 
environmental losses – in Australia 
following bushfires and floods, oil 
pipeline spills in Peru and construction 
site flooding in Chile – all of which 
resulted in large claims. Irrespective of 
location, large pollution liability claims 
are among some of the largest claims 
AGCs has seen in the past five years.

newer perils that companies are 
increasingly confronted with include 
public health microbial or fungi/bacterial/
spore outbreaks, non-owned liability in 
which spills occur on leased-property, 
waste-disposal liability and impact of 
climate change which may cause 
increased mold and subsurface spillages 

from excessive flooding. While not a new 
peril, agricultural run-off, such as 
pesticides and fertilizers seeping into soil 
and groundwater, causing environmental 
damage and other related exposures 
which can have adverse health effects, 
are increasing. this is demonstrated by 
the August 2018 Us ruling for a $280mn 
settlement for a defendant who alleged 
that one of agribusiness giant, 
Monsanto’s, weed killer products 
containing  glyphosate caused him 
terminal cancer. Monsanto is appealing, 
but this award could potentially lead to 
heightened product liability litigation.

environmental damage arising from a 
cyber event is also a plausible future loss 
scenario. For example, if an oil refinery is 
disrupted by a cyber incident, leading to 
storage failures or fires or explosions, 
ensuing damage to the environment 
could be one of the consequences.

Another future exposure is companies’ 
ability to adequately manage natural 
resources or so-called “natural capital” 
risk. Failure to do so could bring new 
liability scenarios, which could wipe-out 
profits and impact business models, as 
resource scarcity, regulatory action and 
pressure from impacted communities 
grows. For example, if a local mine has 
an excessive impact on the watershed, in 

terms of water use and pollution; it is 
likely to face growing social and political 
pressure. Over time, this could translate 
into a stricter regulatory regime and 
significant clean-up costs, demanded via 
a court ruling. In addition, the company 
then has to invest in costly technical 
measures to ensure it keep its license.

Damage to the environment, human 
health, and legal expenses are costly 
and complex problems for which 
companies should be prepared. 
environmental liability specialists and 
insurers can provide services to help 
businesses review, design and 
coordinate a well-planned response to 
an incident, such as pollution arising 
from natural perils, for example. 

In addition, specialist environmental 
impairment liability (eIL) coverage 
includes pollution insurance and excess 
cover for contractors or premises of all 
sizes, as well as BI – covering loss of 
profit and extra expenses. the latter is 
important as traditional BI cover under 
property insurance programs typically 
doesn’t address an environmental 
incident. Other types of insurance that 
may respond to an environmental claim 
are professional liability insurance, for 
example, where a professional service 
provider, such as a contractor fails to 
guard against proper disposal of 
solvents, fuels and other chemicals or 
waste byproducts; errors and omissions 
(e&O) insurance, in which for example 
the insurance agent or broker failed to 
make companies aware of their 
environmental and pollution exposures; 
and directors and officers liability (D&O) 
insurance, in which company officers 
could be held liable for not protecting 
the health of workers or fail to comply 
with waste collection and disposal 
regulations – all of which typically 
would exclude pollution, which eIL 
would address. 

Download AGCs’ recent report, 
Measuring and Managing 
Environmental Exposure: A 
Business Sector Analysis of 
Natural Capital Risk, at  
www.agcs.allianz.com/insights

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe

EXPErT VIEw
“Regardless of your opinion on ‘climate change’, damages arising 
from natural perils have recently increased. What often isn’t 
reported in the media are ensuing environmental damages or pollution 
incidents stemming from these events – flood damage in subsurface 
spaces like basements causing releases of petroleum products from 
underground storage tanks and underground piping; mold growth from 
water intrusion which can take months to cultivate and be discovered; or 
BI expenses as a result of lengthy remediation, reconstruction and project 
delays. What should concern any risk manager is how these damages 
and liabilities are treated under a property insurance policy, a commercial 
general liability (CGL) policy and/or an environmental impairment liability 
(EIL) policy. Are there any coverage gaps left behind in these programs? 
A commonly overlooked aspect of BI risk is environmentally-related. This 
extra cover is often left unpurchased or under-purchased. This potentially 
large coverage gap could result in very meaningful impacts on any 
company‘s balance sheet.”
Arthur Lu 
Global Head of Environmental Impairment Liability Insurance, AGCS 
arthur.lu@agcs.allianz.com

rIsk MAnAGEMEnT  
AnD InsUrAnCE IMPACT
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ThE rOAD TO 
AUTOnOMOUs DrIVInG

SPECIAL REPORT: tHe CHAnGInG RIsK AnD LIABILItY LAnDsCAPe 

At some point in the future, you won’t 
drive – you will be driven by a bot. And 
it is anticipated that autonomous 
driving has huge potential to reduce 
the frequency of accidents and severe 
bodily injuries. there are other benefits 
as well, such as – time reduction, fuel 
efficiency, reduced costs, crash savings 
– all of which are significant. But, 
although it promises to improve travel 
safety and economy, even fully 
automated cars will be exposed to 
perils like hail, glass breakage, 
technical failure, hacking risks, theft 
and emergency situations, so loss 
activity will never be entirely 
eliminated. 

nor will the changeover from non- to 
fully-autonomous cars take place 
overnight. traffic will likely be made-up 
of a mix of autonomous and human-
driven vehicles for the next 25 years, so 
there will still be accidents between both 
car types for many years. therefore, 
collision risk and  compulsory third-party 
liability insurance will not fade. 

EXPErT VIEw
“Our automotive clients are working on developing driverless 
and driver-assistance technology and are looking for the 
support of insurers. Allianz is working with vehicle manufacturers 
and suppliers, discussing the potential risks and developing future 
insurance coverages, including coverages which adjust between the 
driver and the manufacturer or supplier depending on whether the 
vehicle is in auto- or manual-mode; or personal on-demand insurance 
which covers trip cancellation or delays and protects personal items 
if they are lost or stolen; or even cyber protection for the passenger’s 
personal data and identity protection.“
Carsten krieglstein 
Head of Liability, Central & Eastern Europe, AGCS  
carsten.krieglstein@allianz.com

Widespread use of driverless car technology will reshape the mobility risk landscape. Less frequent 
but more expensive claims, the increasing importance of data storage systems and cyber-security 
issues are just some of the potential outcomes.

rIsks

Further, the introduction of driverless 
cars will require changes to existing 
laws, as well as debate regarding to 
whom the responsibility in the event 
of an incident belongs: driver, car 
manufacturer, software supplier or 
fleet operator, for example. 

Looking further ahead, the 
technological shift in the automotive 

industry towards autonomous 
mobility will create further product 
recall risks., which could even be 
larger and more complex than those 
seen today. If a series of accidents 
raises safety concerns for the AI 
technology behind driverless cars, it 
could trigger a massive recall across 
different manufacturers and 
countries.
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today, it is estimated more than 90% of 
road accidents are caused by human 
error. Autonomous driving offers the  
potential to reduce accident frequencies 
– and by as much as 80% by 2040,  
according to some predictions1. 

Additionally, CO2 emissions are forecast 
to decline by 60%2 and monetary  
benefits in terms of crash savings, travel 
time reduction, fuel efficiency and 
parking benefits are estimated to be 
between $2,000 to $4,000 per year per 
vehicle3. the penetration rate of 
autonomous vehicles is expected to 
reach 5% by 2030 with a compounded 
annual sales growth of about 40%  
projected between 2025 and 20354. 

Autonomous driving will have a 
significant impact on the insurance 

industry. Overall, the volume of claims 
is expected to decrease, as systems 
such as automated emergency 
braking and parking systems and 
electronic stability programs gain 
penetration. As a consequence, the 
premium volume of traditional car 
insurance will gradually decline. 
However, product liability insurance of 
original equipment manufacturers 
(OeMs), automobile suppliers and 
mobility service providers will become 
more important. 

new and existing liability schemes, 
including expanded product liability 
covers, will be needed to protect 
manufacturers against traffic or 
driving decisions that impact either 
passengers, pedestrians or goods. In 
addition, as more advanced 
technology is incorporated into 
vehicles, such as new sensors, the 
average cost of damage claims is 
expected to rise.

In an accident scenario, insurers will 
still have to determine who is at fault 
and this is where data storage 
systems could play a major role. 
Questions around product versus 
driver liability will continue to arise. In 
order to clarify the causes of damage 
in a neutral manner, a standardized 
data recording system in highly 
automated vehicles will be key to 
perform such analysis.

Claims investigation will greatly benefit 
from the adoption of mandatory 

1  KPMG, Will autonomous vehicles put the brakes on the collision parts business?, December 2017 
2  McKinsey and Company, Ten Ways Autonomous Driving Could Redefine The Automotive World, June 2015
3  Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice, Preparing A Nation For Autonomous Vehicles: Opportunities, Barriers and Policy Recommendations, 2015
4  IHS Markit, Autonomous Vehicle Sales Forecast To Reach 21 mil. Globally In 2035 According To IHS Automotive, July 6, 2016

rIsk MAnAGEMEnT  
AnD InsUrAnCE IMPACT

TrEnDs

identification levels for autonomous 
cars in order to easily identify claims 
data for risk assessment and 
monitoring – i.e. is the car fully  
non-autonomous, fully autonomous  
or something in-between (see table 
above)? 

In case of a product fault, a standard 
procedure between insurers and 
OeMs will need to be agreed upon 
to handle incidents in a transparent 
and standardized manner.

From an information security point  
of view, the potential for cyber 
incidents increases alongside 
increasing connectivity of cars.  
the main challenges are secure 
communication (encryption) and 
secure identification and 
authentication, especially in the 
vehicle itself and machine-to-
machine. therefore, cyber security 
should be a top priority to avoid 
fraud by manipulating data, attacks 
on a scaled level (for example, 
terrorist attacks) and vehicle theft.

For more information on 
the future of Artificial 
Intelligence and autonomous 
driving, download AGCs’ report, 
The Rise of Artificial 
Intelligence: Future Outlook  
and Emerging Risks, at  
www.agcs.allianz.com/insights

there is a need for a distinction between driver assistance systems and autonomous driving. Accident analysis shows 
the need for driver education, making the limits of systems very clear
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hAUL ALOnG ThE  
wAsh TOwEr

ThE PrOJECT 

A large petrochemical company orders 
a 328-feet long chemical wash tower 
from south Korea for transport to Lake 
Charles, Louisiana, where it is building a 
250 acre, $1.1bn monoethylene glycol 
(MeG) plant. Once in operation in early 
2019, it will produce over 1mn tons of 
ethylene annually for use in the 
production of polyester fibers and film, 
polyethylene terephthalate (Pet) resins 
for packaging and bottles and engine 
coolants. the tower will be used to wash 
chemicals during the production 
process. the construction marks the first 
modular project of this size and 
complexity in the Us. 

Because of the sheer size of the tower 
(see box), and other cargo limitations, 
the shipment could not go through the 
Panama Canal, requiring it to move 
around the Cape of Good Hope – 
adding 10 days and around 6,000 
miles to the trip. the “Fairmaster” – a 
153-feet, 18,099 gross tonnage heavy-
load carrier with twin jumbo cranes 
– loaded the tower in Mason Port, 
south Korea, and discharged it 54 
days later in Morgan City, Louisiana. 

AGCS helped transport a chemical wash tower taller than the Statue of Liberty from South Korea 
to Louisiana across three oceans – and that was the easy part. The last two miles challenged the 
most experienced of risk engineers.

RIsK snAPsHOt

THE CHALLENGE

Once in Louisiana, the tower was off-
loaded to a barge for a two mile trip to 
the Lake Charles project site. two tugs 
pushed the barge at a crawl up a 
narrow, shallow and winding Bayou 
waterway barely wide enough for the 
three vessels. the tower – much longer 
than the barge – protruded over the 
front and back of the vessel making it 
very difficult to steer through the twisting 
waterway. Once docked, the tower was 
rolled off onto portable “movers” and 
maneuvered along a heavy-haul road 
reinforced by compacting the soil so the 
movers wouldn’t sink. the couple of miles 
from discharge to project site took over 
two hours to negotiate.

According to Randall Lund, Senior 
Marine Risk Consultant, AGCS, the 
project was one of the more 
complicated of his 25-year risk 
surveying career and involved the 
largest piece of equipment he has ever 
moved. “the last couple of miles were 
the tricky part,” says Lund. “there were 
lots of moving parts that required 
significant pre-planning. the tugs and 
barge practiced back and forth on the 
route for over a month before the 
tower even arrived from Korea.”

ThE InsUrAnCE COVErAGE

AGCs provided project cargo cover for 
the move itself – from manufacturer to 
construction site – against loss or 
damage in transit for critical 
components, as well as delayed start-
up (DsU) cover against loss of income 
and profit resulting from late or non-
arrival of the tower due to physical loss 
or damage.

fACTs AnD fIGUrEs
•   Weight – 1,292 metric tons 

(1,292,000 kg)

•   Length – 328 ft (100.9 m)

•   Width – 31 ft 2 in (9.5 m)

•   Height – 34 ft 8 in (10.6 m)

•   Value - $6.9mn
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the tower could not go through the Panama Canal and was transported 15,500 miles around the Cape of Good Hope

OUr EXPErT
Randall Lund 
randall.lund@agcs.allianz.com
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Increasing scientific, regulatory, and 
consumer concerns means increasing 
risk for manufacturers and suppliers of 
various beauty products, such as nail 
varnish. The potential for synergistic 
effects of a so-called “toxic trio” of 
hazardous chemicals – dibutyl 
phthalate (DBP), toluene, and 

Visit www.agcs.allianz.com for 
the latest AGCS news and research 
on topics such as product recall, 
shipping safety, natural capital risk 
and Artificial Intelligence.

CONTENT SHOWCASE

formaldehyde – used in these products 
threatens to expose them to latent 
liabilities, according to a new risk bulletin, 
produced by AGCS and Praedicat, a 
leading science-based risk analytics 
company.

With the global skin care market 
predicted to grow by 40% to $180bn 
by 2024, the risk bulletin reviews 
possible risk exposures and potential 
impacts of this trio of chemicals to 
businesses and the insurance 
industry. The risk bulletin is the third 
in the “Emerging Liability Risks” 
series developed 
by AGCS and Praedicat, following 
previous papers on legionellosis 
and nanotechnology in food. 
Download The “Toxic Trio”: 
Chemical Dangers In Personal 
Care Products bulletin at

           www.agcs.allianz.com/insights

RISE OF THE ROBOTS 

Chatbots, autonomous vehicles, 
and connected machines in digital 
factories foreshadow what the 
future will look like: The widespread 
implementation of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) applications brings 
many advantages for businesses 
such as increased efficiencies, fewer 
repetitive tasks and better customer 
experiences. However, in the wrong 
hands, the potential threats could 
easily counterbalance the huge 
benefits. Vulnerability to malicious 
cyber-attacks or technical failure 
will increase, as will the potential 
for larger-scale disruptions and 
extraordinary financial losses as 
societies and economies become 
increasingly interconnected. 
Companies will also face new 
liability scenarios as responsibility for 
decision-making shifts from human 
to machine and manufacturer.

In a new report The Rise of Artificial 
Intelligence: Future Outlook and 
Emerging Risks, AGCS identifies 
both the benefits and emerging 
risk concerns around the growing 
implementation of AI in society and 
industry, including in the insurance 
sector. Download the report at

          www.agcs.allianz.com/
insights/white-papers-and-case-
studies/artificial-intelligence/

       www.agcs.allianz.com/

           www.agcs.allianz.com/insights
Visit www.agcs.allianz.com/sign-up-for-updates

AGCS is on Twitter and LinkedIn
Follow the Twitter handle
@AGCS_Insurance

Drones are here to stay - but new 
liability scenarios loom

BEWARE THE “TOXIC TRIO”  
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